The Interior Design
Our interior style is unique – Rocky Mountain elegance redefined into the New West lifestyle. The interiors take
their lead from the exterior architecture, using those elements to define the flavor and to create a sense of place.
Traditional materials are used in a modern way – stacked stone, wood timber and steel blend together the flavor of
a lively old mining town with subtle, yet unmistakably luxurious mountain panache.
The furniture throughout the Residences is a collection of old and new that provide a casual elegance with a
modern sensibility. The contrast of rustic and refined, clean lines and traditional create a tailored look that speaks
to the luxury lifestyle of the discerning residents. The luxurious textures are also evident in the cashmere throws,
velvet and leather furnishing and tweed accents, which provide a visual as well as tactile texture. Leather and
antique bronze nail heads, a staple in the west, are used to round out the collection.
The living rooms feature stacked stone at the fireplace, hand plastered walls and rich wood floors, all highlighting
quality and craftsmanship. The kitchens feature Viking equipment, granite countertops and beautiful dark honey
millwork with copper accents. The bathrooms feature rich millwork, brushed nickel Waterworks fittings and crisp
white marble vanities, providing a rich yet fresh contrast to the traditional mountain bathroom.
Our interior design was created by Wilson & Associates with offices in Dallas, New York, Los Angeles,
Singapore, Johannesburg and Shanghai. Trisha Wilson, President and CEO of Wilson & Associates, has built her
internationally acclaimed design firm around creating interiors for hotels, restaurants, clubs, casinos and high end
residential. From five-star luxury resorts catering to every whim of the well-traveled elite to the charming
whimsy of childhood dreams at DisneyWorld in Florida and France…Wilson & Associates’ signature can be seen
at every stop.
To date, the firm has designed and installed more than 1,000,000 guestrooms in thousands of hotels worldwide.

